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Law School 
'Lounging 
ThiS week, the R.G. 's Ra1 Berens talks w11h 
.\lfike Rizzo. They dtscun one of the houest 
topics in the Low School After several 
brews, the conversation Wt'fll 1omething like 
this: 
Q: For the benefit of those \\ohO either 
haven't heard of the plan for the Pub, 
can you explain what 's going on? 
A: There is a comm1ttee which has 
I 
been appointed by Dean Sandalow 
called the Faculty-Student Committee 
on the Student Lounge. The Committee 
is composed of Professors Pooley, 
Gray, and Ross, and two students -
Andrew McKim and myself. "The Pub" 
is an idea we have to turn the old 
faculty lounge, located under the en-
trance to the Readtng Hoom, into a 
s tudent facility which will serve beer'" 
and wine in the evenmg hours. But this 
is just a suggestion and we want to 
make it clear to the students that we 
have no set idtas for tht• lounge At this 
stage we're looking for'' lot of recom-
mendations for ways to use th1s space 
m the event that wc'n• not able by law 
to have a pub, or if tht• students don't 
want a pub. 
Q: \'-:hat do you mran by "l) ing that Wt' 
may not be able by !.!'' t •• haH a pub" 
Are there legal problt>nl'• irn ohed? 
A Well let me preface rm statement bv 
d1scu_ssmg the rna n.) problems 
assoc1ated with getttng the pub. There 
are obstacles from th<' state gover-
nment, the Univers1ty government, the I 
Law School admimstratton, and even 
from various facllons among the 
students. Originally . I thought the 
major problem would bt- convincing the 
Committee members. but they ' re 
behmd the idea . The prime dif-
ficulty now is an archa1c s tate law 
which says that liquor cannot be sold on 
premises owned by the state As far as 
we know, there is only one place where I 
liquor is sold on state grounds and 
that's across the street at the Union. 
We'd certainly like to find out if there 
are a_ny other_places, so tf anybody has / 
any mformatJOn on the subject, we'd 
appreciate it if they informed us. The 
feedback we get concerning the schools I 
- whether in-state not not - which 
have pubs, how they're bemg handled, I 
etc., could really be helpful tn getting 
our pub. In fact, that kmd of infor-
mation is probably the cruc1al force in 
br inging this idea to fruitton . 
See LOUNGE, page 2 
~-------
Welcome to the Geek Show 
The University of Michigan Law School March 9, 1983 
2L, His Room Ablaze, Falls 3 Stories 
Unable to maintain his grip on the 
ledge of his third-story bedroom win-
dow, a badly burned University of 
Michigan law student fell to the 
sidewalk below to escape a fire which 
mvestigators bellev(' may have been 
deliberately set 
Neighbors of 24 year-old James ~1 
Picozzi. a second-year law student from 
Scotia, N.Y .. were awakened at about 4 
a.m. by screams from Pi~·•nzi's room 
on the west side of the Law Quad 
facing Tappa n Street 
Picozzi's next-door neighbor. a third-
year student who Wished to remain 
anonymous, said he looked out the win-
dow, saw smoke and started to awaken 
people on the floor . When he realized 
where the smoke was coming from, he 
and another student grabbed fire ex-
tinguishers loaded with pressurized 
water. 
"The fire was right in the doorway,' ' 
he recalled later this morning, still 
slightly hoarse from inhaling smoke. " I 
don't think he could have gotten out. He 
was screaming his room number." 
Gayle Albrecht, a U-M senior living 
across the street in Martha Cook hall, 
said she sat "bolt upright" when she 
heard Picozzi's pleas for help. 
" He was screaming that his door was 
locked. that he was trapped, that he 
couldn't take anymore," she said. 
Picozzi 's neighbors put the blaze out 
before pulling the fire alarm, according 
to Law Quad Building director Diane 
Nafranowicz. Even as the students en-
tered the room to find Picozzi. he was 
losing his hold on the window ledge. 
\Vhen police. campus security and 
fire officials arrived on the scene, 
Picozzi was still conscious, lying on the 
sidewalk covered with a blanket 
provided by fellow students. According 
to Staff Sgt. Harold Tinsey of the Ann 
Arbor Police Department, he told of-
ficers that he had heard a "poof" in his 
room before the fire started. 
Picozzi was taken to the U-M 
· HospitaJs, where he is being treated for 
second-degree burns on his left 
Two views from second year law student J im Picozzi's gutted room in the 
Lawyer's Club K Section. Picozzi is recuperating in good spirits at U-M 
Hospital. 
shoulder, arm and hand and minor bur-
ns on his face. A preliminary 
examination showed that he suffered a 
cracked vertebra in the fall. 
The walls of Picozzi 's room were 
completely blackened and large hunks 
of plaster peeled off the ceiling from the 
intense heat. This morning, U-M staff 
members flung windows open to air out 
the third floor and carted boxes and 
furniture out of the room . Nafranowicz 
said she had temporarily relocated 
other third-floor residents. 
Ann Arbor Assistant Fire Ch1ef 
Henry Mallory commended the studen-
ts who put out the fire. He said the 
cause of the fire was under in-
vestigation, but that it was " very 
possibly of a suspicious nature." 
Good Faith Preached by Frey 
by Greg llopp 
"The Fourth Amendment is about 
striking a balance between an op-
pressive police state and gangs of 
criminals who grow like weeds out of 
control," Deputy Solicitor General An-
drew Frey told students at the Law 
School on Monday. As he did in the 
government's amicus brief in the 
much-publicized case of Jllinois v. 
Gates, Frey proselytized for a "good 
faith" or " reasonable mistake" 
modification of the exclusionary rule, 
though to what was undoubtedly a more 
skeptical audience. 
Frey spoke and answered questions, 
first before Prof. Yale Kamisar 's police 
practices class and then at an open 
forum Monday afternoon. A burly, 
greying man, he spoke with an inten-
tness belied only by his rolled-up 
sleeves, loosened lie and wallabees. 
Frey is one of five deputies in the 
Solicitor General 's office. The office. 
according to Frey, serves two fun-
ctions: conducting Supreme Court 
litigation for the government and 
deciding which cases to pursue further. 
The latter function, he admitted, vests 
the office with a certain tactical advan· 
tage. "I have a good sense of what 
issues are ripe. So I' ll be looking around 
for a good case." 
Gates, Frey said, presented the 
Court with "a very suitable context" 
for decision. Gates substantively con-
cerns a Fourth Amendment deter-
mination of probable cause. The Illinois 
Supreme Court held that an anonymous 
letter purporting to describe defen-
dant's activities in the drug trade and 
subsequent police observation of ac-
tivity innocent on its face failed to sup-
port a finding of probable cause 
necessary for the issuance of a search 
warrant. 
The Supreme Court heard arguments 
in the case last October dealing only 
with the substantive Four th Amen-
dment issue. In November, "out of the 
blue, " according to F rey, the Court 
issued a new order for supplemental 
briefing on modification of the ex-
clusionary rule and set oral arguments 
for last week. 
The government's position in support 
of Illinois is a clear attack on the very 
foundations of the exclusionary rule. In 
the context of Gates, i.e ., a search 
See GATES. page two 
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Frey Argues Gates 
from page one 
warrant setting where contested Four-
th Amendment issues are involved, 
Frey feels a good faith modification is 
only logical. " There is room for 
reasonable people to disagree on what's 
reasonable," he said. "The idea is to 
recognize these problems and give play 
in the joints of the system for these 
close areas of law. Rigid application of 
the exclusionary rule is a heavy price to 
pay." 
Frey protested that he was "loathe to 
predict'' the final result of the Gates 
case, although he said it was apparent 
at initial argument that the Court was 
ready to reverse on the substantive 
issue. Kamisar, on the other hand, feels 
that the "good faith" modification in 
the search warrant setting is a "sure 
thing," leaving only the question of the 
dimensions of such a modification. 
Frey clearly would welcome an ex-
tension beyond the specific facts in 
Gates. "The question we want to ask," 
according to Frey, " is whether an oun-
ce of deterrence is worth a pound of 
suppression." Frey sees the "E-rule" 
as a matter of " the tail wagging the 
dog." It was when he launched into 
broader discussions beyond the ambit 
of the Gates case that Frey's eyes 
flashed with evangelical fervor. He 
characterized Fourth Amendment 
litigation as a hydra , with the ex-
clusionary rule existing "for the pur-
pose of feeding the Court's voracious 
appetites for constitutional litigation. " 
Frey admitted, " I see all the cases we 
lose - no doubt it's a distorted perspec-
tive." Again using the prosecutorial fir-
st person, he staunchly defended the 
views he advances, saying, " I refuse to 
be tarred, as by the ACLU, as one who 
doesn't care." Yet he shook off concer -
ns that a devitalized exclusionary rule 
could lead to more searches of an in-
trusive nature. " It 's the price you pay 
for some amount of ordered liberty and 
the cohesion of society," he said. 
Student Loses Bid for Mayor 
Expressing no regrets, second-year 
law student Thomas Blessing conceded 
defeat in the February 21st Democratic 
mayoral primary. 
In an election where fewer than 4,000 
of Ann Arbor's more than 75 ooo 
registered voters cast their baliots, 
Blessing garnered 44 percent of the 
vote. His opponent, Councilwoman 
Leslie Morris, now faces incumbent 
Republican mayor Louis Belcher in the 
April general election. 
While hindsight always offers in-
numerable opportunities for excuse and 
justification, especially in the political 
arena, Blessing declined to offer any. 
His campaign has focussed almost en-
tirely upon the issues as he saw them, 
eschewing comment upon Morris her-
self. 
Blessing repeated that his campaign 
had been designed as groundwork with 
the general election in mind. "We knew 
this kind of campaign carried with it 
the risk of losing. but we thought it was 
worth it," Blessing commented. 
Nor would he blame low turnout or 
the absence of the student population 
for his defeat. He felt the University's 
spring break had no effect whatsoever. 
Blessing was, however. willing to 
concede that his student image may 
have cost him votes. Blessing, 32. has 
been involved in Ann Arbor politics for 
a number of years, and had previously 
served as County Drain Commissioner . 
" I was a community activist who 
happened to go back to law school," he 
said. "It was only those who didn 't look 
into the breadth and strength of my ex-
perience that knew me only by the 
three-word identifier of the Ann Arbor 
News,," i.e., Blessing, law student. 
The support of many of the party's 
leaders, including law school professor 
Bob Harris, was apparently not enough 
to overcome such an image problem. 
As regards his own future, his loss 
proved neither crushing nor 
enlightening. Basically, Blessing said, 
"My interests have always been in 
working with the problems of cities." 
Will he run again? "That's not a bad 
question ," he said. " lt 's just one that 
does~ ' t h.a.ve.an answer now." 
Belly Up To The Bar 
from page one 
Q: If it fair to say then that, but for 
this state Jaw, we would soon be able to 
toss down a few cold ones in our very 
own bastion of learning? 
A: I think so. The committee is fairly 
unified in the opinion that if we can 
legally make it a pub, then it will 
become a pub - unless, of course, there 
is some unalterable widespread student 
opposition. 
Q: What happens to the lounge if you 
can't get around the state law? 
A: A kind of coffee shop for student 
use and/or a lunchroom to supplement 
the present vending room area. We've 
tossed around the idea of making it a 
" major" lunch room - a cafeteria you 
might say. The problem with this is 
that the room can only handle about 
sixty people. We estimate that about 
150 to 250 students eat lunch here during 
the week, and they would use a good 
dining facility. But the lounge simply 
can't accommodate that number. Wnat 
we don't want to do is make it another 
vending room . The most practicable 
solution that we have come up with is to 
equip the lounge with the capability of 
serving fresh coffee, danish, snacks, 
and maybe even sandwiches. . . It 
might be open throughout the daytime 
and evening, or only during the 
evening. Again, we need suggestions on 
these points. But the bottom line is that 
it will be renovated and used for some 
purpose which will benefit the students. 
Q: Would the undergrads be allowed, 
whether it be a pub or coffee shop or 
both? 
A: This is another issue requiring feed-
back. If it's a pub, there is the im-
mediate problem that most undergrads 
aren't 21. Even if it's nota pub, we don't 
want the undergrads to take up what 
limited space there will be. Our 
feeling is that if you want to have drinks 
or coffee with undergrads, you should 
go to Charlie's or Dominic's instead of 
the lounge. It's not an animosity for the 
undergrads; it's just a realization that 
the demand for seats in this room will 
exceed the supply even if undergrads 
are not permitted. 
Q: One last question - Is there any 
truth t.o the r•!n•Q;~ that the facultv has 
agreed to switch orr as barn\ aids 
wearing tutus in the event we do get a 
pub? 
A: Well that's certainly been bounced 
around the committee but up until now 
only Beverley Pooley has volunteered 
for that. 
Rathskeller Committee Statement 
It appears that there will be substantial, possibly in-
superable, difficulties in the way of acquiring a license to 
dispense liquor, although the committee has not foreclosed the 
pub alternative. 
Our primary goal is the creation of a lounge area which will 
appeal to the entire law school community. We do not believe 
that it will be possible to satisfy everybody, but it is obviously 
important that we should know of people's ideas on tQe matters 
we are considering. Before proceeding further, therefore, thE} 
committee would appreciate, and hereby solicits, student views 
on a number of questions: 
1. Do you favor the idea of serving liquor in the law school? 
2. Should we exclude non-law students, guests of law studen-
ts? 
3. Would you prefer an area with vending machines (com-
paratively cheap) or an area with staff to prepare coffee, clean 
up, etc. (comparatively expensive)? 
4. Do you know of experiences at other schools, particularly 
other law schools , which would be useful , either in a positive or 
a negative way, for the committee to consider? 
The committee has tentatively adopted a concept for the use 
of this space which would involve: 
a. Carpeting, furnishing and decorating the space attrac-
tively. 
b. Providing coffee, soft drinks , possibly doughnuts, cookies, 
etc. but not meals. 
c. Making the place as agreeable and convivial a meeting 
place for students, faculty and staff as can be managed within 
the limitations of the area. 
d. Possibly opening up the wall between this room and the 
Ievell corridor so as to create a more open atmosphre. 
We are led to these ideas by the marked absence of any such 
space in Hutchins Hall or the Legal Research building. We 
believe it would be unwise to serve lunches, or even to en-
courage brown baggers, since the area cannot accommodate 
more than 50 people and would, we fear, simply degenerate into 
another unattractive space, like the student lounge in Hutchins 
Hall. 
In order to allow students to see and understand the situation 
better, the committee will be present in the room between 3 and 
5 p.m. on the following days: Tuesday, March 15th; Thursday, 
March 17th. Please stop by and see the room and let us know 
your ideas. We thank you for your cooperation. 
The "Rathskeller" Committee 
Reo Gntat- March 9, J98l- pas• thr« 
The FBI: On Trial in 1983 
• • • 
On .. 80 outside Selma. Alabama. minute-. 
after the dispersion o f th t' St'lma-
\ fontgomery Freedom \1arch. .38-calibur 
by Grant Parson~ 
The United States will go on trial in 
Ann Arbor on March 21 for the murder 
of civil r ights activist Viola Liuzzo. 
Suing under the Federal Tort Claims 
Act , the five children of Mrs. Liuzzo 
claim tke government is directly liable 
for their mother 's murder because of 
the negligent hiring and supervision of 
FBI informa nt Gary Thomas Rowe, 
who participated in the killing. 
The FBI hired Rowe c code named 
.. Karl Cross, " as in ''burning"> five 
-~ 
''"'' p;e~d <h< m •hl<h "'M~ 
Liuzzo and her black companion Leroy 
\foton. 
years prior to the Liuzzo murder. and 
instructed him to infiltrate a par-
ticularly violent group of Klansmen -
the Eastview 13 Klavern . Rowe, whose 
main qualifications for the job ap-
peared to be both hts friendship with the 
notor ious police force of " Bull" Connor 
and his penchant for impersonating 
police officers, was paid on a C.O.D. 
basis for information he supplied to his 
FBI "handler. " Earning "bonuses" for 
reporting s ignifi cant acts of Klan 
violence, Rowe became one of the FBI's 
most prized infor mants. He rose 
quickly through the Klan ranks, joining 
Eastview 13's "action squad" within 
three months and participating in 
public violence like the Trailways bus 
station beatings. Rowe's FBI/Klan 
career was capped by his participation 
with the carload of men who overtook 
Mrs. Liuzzo and Leroy Moton on U.S. 80 
outside Selma, Alabama, and shot the 
38-year-old Michigan housewife dead. 
Rowe's chilling, amoral explanation 
of his good faith intentions on the night 
of the murder indicates the violent 
mood of the South following the 1964 
Civil Rights Act legislation: " I honestly 
felt, in my heart, that we was going to 
go out there and felt we was [only] 
going to beat the hell out of him [ the 
black companion of Mrs. Liuzzo) 
because that's what we had been doing. 
I honestly felt that, in my heart." 
As shocking as the factual setting of 
the case is, it is the legal issues of the 
trial which may establish Liuzzo as a 
landmark interpretation of essential 
aspects of the Federal Tort Claims Act 
CFTCA). Memorandum opinions writ-
ten by Judge Charles Joiner on Liuzzo 
have reassessed at least three sections 
of the Act. In Liuzzo /, Judge Joiner 
rejected the government's claim that 
the plaintiffs were time-barred by the 
two year statute of limitations. Ex-
trapolating from a medical malprac-
tice claim, Joiner held that knowledge 
of the tor/feasor's identity was as 
crucial an element of causation as was 
knowledge of the injury itself, and the 
FBI cover-up following the murder had 
denied the plaintiffs that knowledge. 
Their claim, therefore, did not accrue 
until 1975, ten years after the killing, 
when the Senate Task Force Rowe 
Report put the fami ly on notice. 
In Liuzzo !/, Joiner rejected the 
government's assert ion that the claim 
was barred by the FTCA discretionary 
function exception, holding that the 
claim attacked, instead, the negligent 
implementation of policy rather than 
policy formulation. 
Perhaps most significantly, Joiner 
ruled in Liuzzo /1 that the FTCA 
assault and battery exception to the 
FTCA's general waiver of immunity 
did not bar the claim. In reaching his 
decision, Judge Joiner discussed the 
traditional problem of FTCA claimants 
having to argue the "employee" or 
" non-employee" s tatus of the person 
whose act culminated in the injury. He 
noted that the semantic distinctions of 
the argument did not lead to consisten-
cy and equity, and concluded that 
Rowe's employment status was not a 
controlling element of the claim. 
While neither memorandum opinion 
may be precisely characterized as 
breaking new ground, each succeeds in 
planting new legal seeds in shallow 
fu rrows. Liuu.o has been cited in 
several recent opinions, and seems 
destined to become as attr active to F'T-
CA schola rs as it is to the commercial 
news media in general. The trial is ex-
pectedto last for at least three weeks . 
For the 1965 Liuzzo Murder 
by Grant Parson., 
There a re stacks of black a nd white 
photographs and there ar e :10.000 pages 
of federal documents describing the 
murder of Viola Liuzzo There are 
diagrams, ballistics reports. closeups 
of the blood-masked victim. mug shots 
of tf.t: empty-eyed lci!le:-,.. r.ewspapPr 
cli ppings. The documenta r y detail 
should make the murder real , stark, 
anything but the stuff of fi ction . The 
terrifyingly random , deep s out h 
malevolence of Fa ulkner's, Dickey's, 
a nd O'Connor's characters should not 
come so easily to mind and linger like 
blood relatives of Mrs Liuzzo's killers. 
But it is the very depth of " official " 
description that evokes the fictional 
violence of the great south("rn writers. 
Jt was late in the a fternoon of March 
25, 1965. A group of four men loitered in 
front of the gas station. They stood 
close together , talking low. smoking 
cigarettes behind cupped palms. eyeing 
the passing civil rights intruders. The 
Selma-Montgomery Freedom March, 
organized to draw a ttention to the 
voting rights drive, had just ended and 
the mass of the ma rch was dispersing 
in to individua ls and small groups and 
couples, whites and blac ks s till 
sometimes walking arm-in-arm . An oc-
casional ma rcher would cross the 
s treet to use the pay phone outside the 
gas sta tion . 
One of the loiterers cursed to himself 
and moved towa rd the phone booth , 
opening the blade of his pocket knife. 
Without looking a round, he cut the 
phone cord in two, then moved casually 
back to the group. In comparison with 
the Trailways bus station beatings, it 
was not a very violent act. Given the 
approving nod of the gas station atten-
dant, it was not an especially defiant 
act against property. But cutting the 
cord was symbolic - it was an act 
against "them " that would incon-
venience ' them." And this little violen-
ce made the little group closer and 
more capable of big violence. 
They left in Eugene Thomas's red 
Chevrolet with the white top. They had 
four or five beers at one place. Then 
another place. Then with Bill Eaton 
next to Eugene in front and Collie and 
Gary in back, they hit the road . They 
figured it was time to find a white per-
son a nd a black person together and 
take action. A little red confederate flag 
fluttered on the tr unk a ntenna of the 
Chevy as they moved down the dark 
streets. The car rode heavy in the stern 
from Collie and Gar y's weight. 
They were sweating a nd they were 
making sure with each other exactly 
what they were going to do that njght. 
"We 're going all the way on this one," 
one of them said. And they did. Gunning 
down a long, gentle hill on U.S. 80 bet-
ween Selma and Montgomer y, the 
Chevy caught up with Viola Liuzzo's 
car , which they'd spotted earlier. with 
Leroy Moton, a black student and 
fellow marcher , in the front seat. 
They'd followed the car , lost it briefly 
going through a local speed trap area 
when they slowed up, then had raced to 
catch it again before it got to Mon-
tgomery. According to Gary, the FBI 
informant in the back seat, he and 
Coll ie and Bill all stuck their guns out of 
the Chevy's side windows, and as they 
pulled a_Jongside Liuzzo's car they 
opened up on her. (Though Gary only 
" pretended" to fire and no one else 
noticed.> They were going fast and 
shooting wild and the ·cars were 
rocking, but Gary saw the "most awful 
look come over Viola Liuzzo's face as 
the .38 slug slammed the side of her 
head. 
They'd done it. ' But they didn't know 
--
The slain body of M ichigan 
ho usewife Vio la Liuuo Is u sta rk reminder or 
the vio lence which pervaded the o uth 
whether they'd gone "all lhe way," 
because for a few seconds the receding 
lights of Liuzzo's car stayed on the 
road. F inally, though, in the dark 
distance behind the Chevy, the lights 
slowly faded to the right onto the burn 
down a gentle back across a bumpy 
stretch of grass and came to rest again-
st an old bent barbed-wire fence , dead 
still , with a strand of barbed-wire 
strung a round one headlight like a 
necklace. 
They'd done it. They'd gone a ll the 
way. 
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S.enate Elections 
The Law School Student Senate. Some 
students say it does too much. Some say it 
does too little. Others just want it abolished. 
But new elections are coming soon, and it's 
time to reevaluate the Senate. In the next two 
weeks, the R.G. will be reviewing the Senate's 
performance and we hope that many students 
will play a role in this evaluation - by both 
adding comments and by deciding to run for 
office. 
The Res Gestae has been criticized more 
than once for its sometimes lackluster 
coverage of the Senate. Sometime it's our 
fault ; even our star reporters have their bad 
days. But other times, we just can't help it. 
The Senate, we've argued, drags its feet on too 
many issues. Of course, the R.G.'s Editorial 
Staff may not be the most objective observer 
of the Senate. 
Now comes your chance to change things. 
The Law School Student Senate elections oc-
cur this month. Election petitions will be 
available next week, and the election takes 
place at the end of March. If you think the 
Senate has not operated in your best interest, 
here's your opportunity to make it do so. If the 
Senate moves too slowly for you, this is your 
chance to make it run. If it is too liberal or 
conservative, this is your chance to apply the 
Reasonable Person standard to it. 
And what rewards? If you're looking for a 
resume booster, the Senate will never provide 
you with the prime jobs Law Review offers. 
Indeed, if President Yolanda Torres relies 
solely on her Senate position in Room 200, you 
can bet that the best thing awaiting her in 
June is a good tan in Austin. 
But the Senate does provide you with a 
chance to allocate the $20 you pay each year 
for student activities. It might provide you 
with a chance to spar with the likes of Dean 
Sandalow. And we guarantee that the Res 
Gestae will quote you at least once. 
If you are not the vociferous type or you just 
don 't have the time, encourage your allies to 
run. The Senate needs a diversified body to 
make it work. 
0Qinion 
Escort System Reduces 
Threat of Rape 
by Elizabeth Yntema 
Last semester the Rape/ Assault Prevention 
Committee of the Women Law Students 
Association sponsor ed a security survey to 
determine whether women law students ' safety 
needs were being met, and if not, how best to 
respond. 
We felt the survey to be important in light of 
the growing awareness of the rape and a ssault 
rate in Ann Arbor. There have been over 250 
reported incidents of criminal sexual conduct 
since January 1, 1980. While education by such 
means as displaying the map of Ann Arbor 
showing the incidents of reported assaults and 
rapes (now hanging in the UGLI> and writing ar-
ticles to the Res Gestae is necessary, it is not 
enough. The res ults of the survey demonstrate 
student interest in and the need for institution of 
a shared transpor tation plan designed to ensure 
women law students that they can come to and 
from the law school safely at night. 
Twenty percent of all law students and over 
one-third of the women law students filled out 
and returned our survey. Almost all those sur-
veyed recognized that a security problem exists 
for women around Ann Arbor. Many comments 
focused on how badly lit the Law Quad is. Our 
most striking finding was that one-half of the 
women surveyed indicated they would come to 
the law school more often, and/or stay later, if 
they felt safe doing so. 
Three-fourths of the women and forty percent 
of the men have indicated a willingness to com-
mit themselves to set departure times - the 
necessary basis for any shared transportation 
system. A majority responding said they'd be 
willing to volunteer their time in some way to set 
up a security/transportation system at the Jaw 
school 
While some people wrote that only a monetary 
contribution to create a pa1d van serv1ce, or to 
subsidize the AATA night ride would provtde a 
feasible method of ensurmg the safety of women 
law students, some <male I respondents objected 
to the disbursement of LSSS funds whtch would 
only benefit women law students The results of 
the survey generally revealed an oveN helming 
preference and enthusiasm for a volunteer 
<student runl escort/carpooling system. 
Based on the trends observed m our survey, 
and the feasibility and s1mphcity of the different 
alternatives discussed, the Rape/ Assault 
Prevention Comm1ttee IS proposmg the following 
three-pronged approach which is designed to 
give women law students safer transportation 
choices with a minimum of time commitment 
and expense to those participating. 
Networking/Carpooling 
The Com mittee will hold two meetings, on 
Thursday, March 10, at 4:00 a nd Friday, March 
11, at noon in the Lawyers Club Lounge. The pur-
pose is to put male and female law students who 
customarily drive and walk to the law school 
(especially from two or more miles out> in con-
tact with each other. We are hoping to facilitate 
carpooling, and provide a way for those who 
want to walk or be driven to and from the Law 
school an opportunity to meet each other and 
establish a permanent routine. 
At the meeting <which ought to run no more 
than twenty minutes> everyone will be asked to 
fill out a card with his/ her name, address, and 
telephone number. Committee members will 
then match up those students who live closest 
together. Those participating can then contact 
each other to sllare walks and rides home on a 
continuing basis. We hope this system will save 
both wor ry and money. People who are not con-
cerned about security, but who wish to cut down 
on the1r parkmg and gas expenses are also en-
couraged to sign up. 
Those who cannot attend either meeting should 
(ilJ out the cards to be made available on the door 
of the WLSA offices. 
Escort System 
For law students who can' t be sure when 
they'll leave the law school each night, but who 
are willing to walk or drive someone else hom e , 
or who would use such a service, WLSA has 
donated a map of Ann Arbor , located on S-1 by 
the message board, to the r ight of the main desk 
as one enters the library. We a re encouraging 
students willing to walk or give women law 
students a ride home to indicate at what time 
they are leaving the library by placing the ap-
propriate tack or pin on the map. Women who 
want a walk or ride home may then look at the 
map, find someone who is going their direction at 
the p1 ~per time. and ~E"'l them in front nf the 
Main Desk. The map contains clear instructions 
on how to use the Escort System. 
The Committee believes this system to be the 
safest and easiest to implement because 1l it will 
be available only to the Jaw school community, 
so women Jaw students will not have to entrust 
their safety to a stranger and 2) women who do 
not want their movements predicted may 
nonetheless use the Escort System , because only 
those willing to ~ive a walk or share a ride will so 
indicate on the map. A woman may therefor e 
decide at the last moment to use some other 
means of transportation . However, we hope that 
women who are walking or driving home a lone, 
and who feel comfortable doing so, will place a 
pin or tack on the map and share a ride or walk 
with another woman. 
The system will begin operation March 14. The 
Committee hopes that you will help each other 
and stay safe by using the Escort System. 
Plea:..e, when you enter the library at night, 
remember to place a pin or tack on th~ map. U 
you do offer to walk or drive someone home, 
meet them promptly at the front desk Someone 
may be depending on you 
Scheduled Walkers 
So that women laY. students are assured the 
possibtlit~ of a safe tnp home Monday through 
Frida), the Comm1ttee also wants to provide 
volunteer escorts Y.}lO w 1ll leave from the Main 
Dest on S-1 at 11.00 p.m. The escorts would 
volunteer approximately one hour of their time, 
once a week. They would be available to walk 
women Jaw students home within a two-mile 
radius of the laY. school. \\'e hope to have at least 
two walkers available each night. 
If you are willing to volunteer please come to 
either the March lOth, 4:00 meeting or the March 
11th, noon meeting in the Lawyers Club. If you 
can't make either, please fill out a card giving 
your name, address, and telephone number, 
stating that you're willing to volunteer, and 
leave it in the envelope marked " Escort 
System" on the WLSA door. 
Lighting 
We received a number of complaints about the 
lighting around the law school generally. The 
large overheads are out, and have been for the 
past four months, because Detroit Edison is put-
ting in cables. The lanterns by the bicycle rack 
are now on an electric eye and so are automatic. 
If you still think it's too dark by the rack, see 
Henrietta Slote, Assistant to the Dean. We have 
spoken to Ms. Slote about improving the penum-
bral corridor between State Street and the Law 
Quad. She assured us she would have the Univer-
sity crew responsible for lighting look into it. 
WLSA members wish to thank 
Professor Beverley Pooley for his 
cooperation in helping to set up the 
Escort System. His enthusiasm and 
suggestions proved invaluable. 
Forun1 
Thoughts on the Arms Race 
by Jay Modrall 
When you come, as soon you must, to the srreets of our 
city, 
Mod-eyed from stating rhe obvious 
ot proclaiming our fall but begging us 
In God's nome to ho~·e self-pity, 
Spare us all words of weapons, their jorct' and range, 
The long numbers that rocket the mind; 
Our slow unreckoning hearts will be left /Jehmd, 
Unable to fear what is too strange. 
George F. Kennan has taken to heart the 
epigraph to his new book, The Nuclear 
Delusion. He avoids the proclamations and the 
messianic tone that overwhelms so many when 
they write on the nuclear arms race. Nor does he 
lose himself and his readers in scrutiny of the 
latest weapons systems. He does, with ad-
mirable lucidity and balance, exhort us to take 
stock of our situation and our needs without 
hysteria or chauvinism. 
The Nuclear Delusion is an anthology culled 
from more than thirty years of books, articles, 
and addresses, in which Kennan expounds his 
views of Soviet-American relations and the 
nuclear arms race. As a professor emeritus of 
Princeton's Institute for Advanced Study and 
past ambassador to Yugoslavia and the Soviet 
Union , Kennan speaks with unpa ralleled 
authority. He writes with delightful lucidity and 
balance. Both his style and his opinions are 
remarkable constant over a thirty-year period. 
In fact, the book's chief fault is that, cut and 
pasted together from so many sources ex-
pressing similar ideas. it sometimes seems 
choppy <some excerpts arc less than a page 
long) and repetitive. No matter, the ideas in this 
book bear repeating; we hear them too seldom 
One of Kennan's continuing themes is American 
misperception of the Soviet Union He traces the 
problem to the Second World War, when 
unrealistically rosy v1ews of our ally and the 
prospects for future good relations were disap 
pointed in the aftermath of war. The anti-Soviet 
hysteria that replaced the optim1sm still 
exaggerates our view of the Sov1et thn•at and ob· 
scures the possibilities fer collaboration and 
mutual understandmg that exist. 
Instead of a ruthless, ad\·enturist soc1etv bent 
on world conquest, Kennar: portrays a nadon led 
by one of the oldest and most conservative 
political classes in the world. It is beset with in-
ternal difficulties and external threats Russ1a 1s 
technologically backward with respect to the 
West, lacks an efficient agricultural production 
and distributiOn system. is ethnically divided 
and ringed by hostile border states. Its European 
allies are restive and resentful of Soviet 
domination. Moreover, Kennan asserts, Russia 's 
people and leadership have vivid memories of 
world wars and want to avoid another one at all 
costs. Even should they want to conquer the 
western world , they would be unable to govern it. 
One of the authors of the policy of containment 
in the 1940's, Kennan is no proponent of ap-
peasement. He reiterates the differences in our 
societies, emphasizing the xenophobia, secrecy, 
and oppressiveness of the Soviet system. 
However, he declares, our exaggeration of 
Russia's military ambitions and capacities have 
locked us into a confrontationalism that per-
vades Soviet-American relations. Even cultural 
exchanges are evaluated in terms of who gains 
most, as if their gain were by definition our loss. 
Kennan does not exculpate the Russians for 
their share of the arms race. But he warns 
against American self-righteousness. After all, 
America is the only country ever to use nuclear 
weapons in warfare, has consistently refused to 
announce a no-first-use policy, and has initiated 
every m ajor advance in nuclear-weapons 
technology since their invention. With that 
record, Americans cannot reasonably insist that 
the Soviet a rms buildup is unprovoked nor that 
they should know that our intentions are good. 
The field in which this confrontationalism is 
most perilous, of course, is the arms race. As 
long as each side regards arms talks as a forum 
in which to squeeze the maximum advantage out 
of its adversary, the arms buildup will continue 
to reflect simple reaction to the moves of the 
other side rather than a realistic view of military 
needs. Kennan cites the First World War as 
testimony to what happens when massive arms 
buildup creates its own momentum, regardless 
of whether any party wants war. Nuclear 
weapons add a whole new facet to this danger. At 
risk is not merely a tremendous number of 
human lives, which would be terrible enough, but 
all of western civilization. 
In the most recent excerpts included in the an-
thology Kennan grows increasingly moralistic 
and exhortatory <The last piece is entitled "A 
Christian's View of the Arms Race." l It's hard to 
blame h1m. the apocalyptic dangers involved 
are more than slightly Biblical. Kennan is also, 
by now, an elder scholar in the model of Ber-
trand Russell and Albert Einstein, and his ex-
perience entitles h1m to a moral vision of the 
world. Such a vision is of course important, and 
ts the more compelling because of its source. But 
after readmg this thirty-year span of commen-
tary, his morality seems more powerful, and 
more useful, because it is questioning, balanced, 
and intelligent. 
Tht•rj'fore. your honor, bast•d on the rules of evidence, and considering the 
4'11uities of the case, you should admit the evidence showing my client's reputation 
for honrsty ... and of courst' he'll also make it well worth your while. 
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The Maddest Game 
by Charles Meyer 
Hats off, folks·, to that favor ite pastime, 
protecting the free world through nuclear 
deterrence. As a classical baroque thinking pat-
tern, nuclear theory has evolved from utter sim-
plicity (mutual assured destruction, or MAD), to 
arabesque high theology. Today, a vast collec-
tion of heavy thinkers add their thoughts, one by 
one, to an increasingly 'Jnreal dilemma. The 
parameters to this baroque paradise can only be 
comprehended by stripping the whole field down 
to the essence: nuclear theory is a series of 
moves and countermoves in solution to a 
problem. The problem, disarmingly enough, is 
simple: I have a loaded revolver, and so does my 
adversary. That's it folks . With MAD, I <call me 
X) assumed that if I shot my adversary <call him 
Y), be would shoot me. We would both die. 
Oblivion. 
Too simple, cries the baroque thinker ! The 
following variations on the initial scene illustrate 
the evolution of nuclear theory. 
What if X believes in Parkinson's Law, and has 
a gnawing fea r that his revolver won't fire ; the 
pin is too short, the bullet in the chamber is a 
dud. So X adds a rifle and a knife to his arsenal. 
(The TRIAD >. 
But then : what if Y's revolver is more power-
ful? Or what if in response to X's defense 
buildup, Y adds a grenade to his arsenal? This 
leads X to build a more powerful revolver , 
perhaps to design one that fires faster. CThe 
bomber and, later, missile GAPS>. 
However, these are simple additions to the 
theory of MAD. Although X's certainty and ef-
ficiency are increased, both X and Y are stmply 
quantitatively more certain of each other's 
capability to end his opponent's life. 
Only, what if Y destroys aU of X's weapons fir· 
st, before X can retaliate? Then all of X's 
weapons are useless; Y wins: X dies or caves in 
toY's demands. <PRE-EMPTIVE STRIKE). 
In response to this gnawing fear that Y will 
shoot first and destroy his weapons, X builds an 
ace in the hole. He ties a string to a sawed-off 
shotgun, which he hides behind an iron door. X 
ties the string so that in the worst case the weight 
of his dying, defenseless body triggers the 
shotgun, Lazarus-like, and thereby ensures that 
Y will die too. <SLBMs l. 
But what if X andY have many interests which 
occasionally bring them into conflict with each 
other? Will they forever face the prospect of 
shoot-not-shoot as their only responses? Mad· 
ness. rnstead, X builds less lethal revolvers <? l , 
they maim but do not kill. <FLEX IBLE 
RESPONSE> 
Enter technology <again) : if X does not want 
to use his ace in the hole <and thereby comm1t 
suicide> but of course cannot suffer the prospect 
of Y's hegemony, then X has two options. He can 
try to protect his on-person weapons by at-
tacking Y's bullets in flight. <ABM >. Alternately, 
X can cleverly hide the weapons on his person, 
place his weapons in iron boxes to protect them, 
or manufacture plastic duplicates to fool Y, who 
will then have to attack all the duplicates and 
hiding places, possibly with overwhelming force 
<a grenade? ) to destroy the boxes' contents. 
MX>. 
Whether X can live after aU these attacks, 
ostensibly on his weapons, is the question which 
is always dism1ssed. The beauty of baroque 
thinking is that in the later, more complex 
stages, all sight is lost of the ultimate problem. 
All those bullets, etc. are raining in on X - but, 
far from worrying about his person, the baroque 
strategists focus on the weapons. Ingenious! 
Save your tomatoes for a sordid. s1mple 
solution to the nuclear problem· as the folks at 
Bell would say, the problem is the solution Let 
me explam put all of X's on-person weapons 
behind his heart and head Then, if Y ever tn es 
to destroy X's weapons, X dies, triggering the 
ace in the hole that kills Y. In this scenario, 
MADness wms, X could care less about Y's 
MIRVS, TRIAD, GAPS or other theories of 
retaliation. You see -they are all irrelevant to 
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SFF Kicks Off Sixth Annual Fund Drive 
by Barbara Strack 
Student Funded Fellowship <SFF) 
began its sixth annual fundraising 
campaign last week. Designed to sub-
sidize law students who take low-paying 
summer jobs with public interest and 
public ser vice orgamza t ions, the 
program seeks contr ibutions from 
students who have accepted more 
lucrative employment. SFF is one of 
only a handful of student-r un projects 
a t law schools across the country that 
try to encourage diversity a nd com-
munity service in the lega l profession. 
Informational brochures and pledge 
cards are now available outs ide Room 
100. 
This year 's Board, chaired by Tim Mc-
Cormack and Mak Stichel , has not set a 
dollar goal for the campaign. The hope 
instead is that pledges will underwrite 
Notices 
TEACHING A ISTANT positions a re 
a vailable for Women and the Law, an 
undergraduate course offered through 
the Women's Studies program. Ap-
plications will be availa ble on Februa ry 
15, at 354 Lorch Hall a nd the WLSA of-
fice . Completed applications are due 
Ma rch 7. 
ORIENTATION LEADERS NEEDED 
- Students interested in becoming an 
orientation leader for summer and/ or 
fall should pick up an application out-
side 307 Hutchins. Training meetings 
will require a commitment of ap-
proximately three hours . Students 
s hould check their mailfolders for 
notice of the first meeting. Selected 
leaders will be expected to return to 
Ann Arbor the a fternoon before or ien-
tation begins <May 22 for summer a nd 
August 24 for fall) . 
THE JEWI H LAW Students' Union is 
sponsoring a panel discussion on a bor-
tion, to be held Thursday, March 10 a t 
7:00 in Room 150. Hutchins Hall. The 
discussion will be modera ted by U-:\1 
Law Professor J ane Friedma n. 
SUMMER SUBLET / FALL HOUSING 
- A list of available housing will be 
fellowships for all eligible applicants. 
After a slow start to last year 's cam-
paign, 235 pledges - ranging from S5 to 
S200 - were received. The total of 
Sl0,200 was divided among thirteen 
students who worked for organizations 
as diverse as the Centro de Ser vicios 
Legales Para Immigrantes in Chicago, 
the District Attorney Offices in New 
York a nd Philadelphia, the NAACP 
Lega l Defense F und, the ACLU 
Children's Rights Division , and Trial 
Lawyers for Public Justice. Closer to 
home, Michigan students used SFF 
grants to supplement their wages at the 
Washtenaw County Public Defender's 
Office , Ann Arbor 's Family Law 
Project , and the Houghton County 
Prosecutor's Office. the students' 
evaluations of these summer experien-
ces were generally enthusiastic. 
mailed to the summer-starters upon 
their admission. Students wishing to 
take advantage of this s ervice must 
submit a white 3 x 5 card with a ny 
pertinent information typed on one 
side only. Cards should be dropped off 
in 307 Hutchins. Anyone needing 
housing and/ or roommates for fall may 
also submit a 3 x 5 card. 
As part of the LAW PARTNERS' 
PROGRESSIVE DINNER on March 25, 
student couples will share their fa vor ite 
culinary achievements with s ma ll 
groups of faculty and student couples. 
Each course - cocktails, salads , a nd 
main dishes -will be served at a dif-
ferent home to a diffe r ent group. 
Everyone will then reunite at the 
Lawyers' Club Lounge for dessert. This 
is a unique opportunity to meet a nd 
relax with fellow students. their 
significant others and faculty mem-
bers. If you and you sigmficant other 
with to participate, please s ign up on 
sheets provided outside room 100 and 
by the student maillolders in Hutchins 
or caU Jenny a nd Chris Wu at485-3004 
THE cmtPt:TER LAW OCIETY. 
Home Computer Group, will meet 
Thursday, .\larch 10, at noon in front of 
100 Hutchins. If you a re interested in 
home computers, please join us. 
LSSS Hears Curriculum Report 
by Brad Heinz 
The Law School Student Senate 
received a discouraging report from 
the Curriculum Committee regarding 
possible modifications to the first year 
curriculum that might have reduced 
pressures on students . The report 
described only generally what the 
committee discussed because the Law 
School's non-attribution policy limits 
disclosure to the gist of what is said at 
meetings. 
Under consideration were proposals 
to shift certain requirements to the 
second year and to institute a man-
datory pass/ fail grading system the fir-
st semester . Both ideas were rejected. 
The Curr iculum Committee deter-
mined that students needed ear ly feed-
back on their class performance and 
that the current grading system was 
appropriately suited to that end. The 
idea of shadow grading , assigning 
grades off student records, was con-
sidered inadequate because a 
"Pollyannish" student body would not 
take such grades serious ly. Other ob-
jecti~ns included possi~le n~~ative 
reactiOn from employers, meqU1t1es 10-
volved when courses and professors' 
styles are not uniform across first-year 
sections, and the opportunity for more 
anxiety when a first set of grades is 
received during the summer months 
away from the law school. 
The decision not to shift certain 
requirements to the second year was a 
practical one according to committee 
member Peter Radin. Since all first 
year students will be enrolled in a small 
section beginning next year, the school 
must tap faculty from each of the 
required disciplines in order to staff 
these sections. Implementation of the 
proposal would necessarily have 
elim inated uniformity in the firs t year 
curr iculum. 
By a 5-4-2 vote, the Senate at its 
February 21 meeting en dorsed a 
statement supporting the unionization 
of clerical workers a t the University. 
The endorsement states , " We fee l 
having a unio~ would be good for the 
clericals, and good for the res t of us a s 
well. " 
Senate elec~!Ol'S will take place Ma r -
ch 31. Petitions will be avai la ble Ma rch 
15 and wlii oe d:.:e by March 23. 
This yea r, funding cut-backs a r e ex-
pected to erode even the minimal 
salaries offered by many public in-
terest employers, while the recess10n 
increases the need for the legal serv1ces 
they provide SFF's goal is to raise 
students' weekly income to S200, still 
far below the average s umm er 
associate's salary. 
SFF has always taken a broad view of 
"public interest " employment and 
relied heavily on applicants themselves 
to justify the label. Any student who is 
planning to work for a public interest or 
public service organization for at least 
ten weeks this summer and who will not 
gradua te before December 1983 is 
eligible for a grant. Although GPA and 
fa mily financies are not taken into ac-
count, recipients are expected to use all 
available sources of summer income. 
the placement committee of the Law 
School Student Senate, eager to make 
more " public interest" opportunities 
available to Michigan law students, is 
drafting a proposal to solicit monies 
from pri vate law fi rms interviewing in 
Room 200. Proceeds may be used to 
s ubsidize public interest firms in 
coming to campus for interviewing or 
a ug me nt, through a m a tc hing 
progra m , the Stude nt F unde.d 
Fellowship progra m. Inte rested mem-
bers of the law school community are 
invited to assist in this effort and should 
contact Steve Schiller a t 663-3110 
THE~NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD is 
sponsoring a lecture by attorney Dick 
Soble on the topic Political Surveilla nce 
by Local P olice (i.e. , the " Red 
Squad" > today a t 7:30 P .M. in 116 Hut-
chins. 
Applications . which may be picked up 
a t the Law School Student Senate Office 
Hutchins Room 217). are due March 
18th 
The SJo'F Board - .McCormac k, 
St1chel. Nancy Arnison, Todd Cham-
bers. Barbara Strack, and La ura Tilly 
will inter view applicants during the 
week of :'\-1a rch 21st and announce this 
year's fellowships by April 1s t. The 
number and size will depend on student 
respOnse to the pledge campaign. the 
Board is a lso looking for new members ; 
interested first and second year studen-
ts should contact Mark Stichel at 764-
9057. Those students who pledged to 
las t year's drive and have yet to pay 
the Fund are encouraged to make their 
checks payable to "The Law School 
Fund SFF' ' a nd drop them in the box 
outs ide Room 100 . 
THE MICIIIGt\N STUDENT ASSE M-
BLY < MS/\ 1 will hold elections for next 
yea r on April4. The La w School needs a 
representa:ive. The position is an op-
portunity to get involved in University 
affairs, to work for the benefit of aU 
students in the University community, 
and to meet students outside of the law 
school. MSA is also an important source 
of fu nding for many law school projec-
ts, so it is important that we are 
adequately r epresented. For more in-
formation. contact Barry Rudofsky, 
this year's representative at 668-1649 or 
the MSA offices a t 763-3242. 
MSA will also be interviewing for 
posit ions on the followi ng Regental 
committies: 
- Board of Control of Collegiate 
Athletics 
- MichiRan Union Board 
BAR/BRI 
and 
The Multistate Professional 
Responsibility Exam (MPRE) 
A $75 deposit towards a Bar/ Bri summer review course entitles you to the 
Bar/ Bri review for the MPRE exam. 
As many of you are aware, the MPRE, required by many states for ad-
mission to the bar, will be offered on March 18 in Ann Arbor . BAR/ BRI is of-
fering a review course for the MPRE which includes a comprehens ive 
review text, practice exams and a ft.·ur-hour taped l~ture to be given March 
12, in Room 250 from 9 a .m . to 1 p.m. 
TO ENROLL: 
New York, New Jersey and Connec-
ticut bar applicants-
Brad Steenland (764-8904) will be available outside Room 100 on Mondays 
from 10:30-12 :00, 1:00-3:00 and on Thursdays from 10:00-12:00 to answer 
your questions and display sample bar revie.w materials. Please no~e-that 
New York applicants are entitled to a $50 discount if they enroll pn or to 
March 31. 
Applicants for All Other Bars 
Mar k Broida (764-9086) and Brian Wylie (663-9872) will be ~vailable outside 
Room 100 on Tuesdays from 2:00-4:00, Wednesdays from 1:00-4:00 and Thur-
sdays from 11:00-2 :00 to answer any questions, display sample BAR/ BRI 
materials and collect deposit checks. 
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NCAA Tourney 
Tidbits and Predictions 
by Ray Berens 
If you're even a little bit of a sports 
junkie, it's time now to get well ahead 
m your classes, get cable TV 1f you 
don't already have it. and buy lots of 
beer because the main fix will soon be 
here. The NCAA tournament is just a 
couple of weeks away. 
This year the tournament has expan-
ded from 48 to 52 teams - pnmanly in 
response to last year's complamts when 
a few high-quality squads were 
squeezed out of the action. While it's 
easy to argue against the merit of such 
a token "expansion,'' the effect of the 
ch<>nge on the structure is positive m 
that it reduces the number of "byes" 
from 16 to 12. 
If you think byes are bad for the tour-
nament (as I do - was it last year that 
only half of the 16 teams receiving byes 
survived their first game? Dark horses 
are OK, but no one needs a tournament 
fulJ of 'em ), then you might be in favor 
of fielding 56 teams in the tournament 
<8 tota l byesJ, 60 teams <4 byes), or 
even 64 schools <no byes>- On the other 
hand, by the time you reach 60 teams, 
the competition is starting to get pretty 
watered down. Furthermore, every 
time the NCAA tourney expands, the 
NIT is forced to scrape deeper and 
deeper towards the bottom of the 
barrel 
Enough mechanics A more impor-
tant matter 1s: who's going to post 
season play from the Big 10? Only two 
t;:-ams have certain NCAA berths - In-
diana and Ohio State. Four other 
squads are fighting for at least two, but 
not more than three. additional spots 
from the Big 10 - Purdue, Iowa. 
Illinois, and Minnesota . My prediction 
is that Purdue and Iowa will get bids, 
and the winner of next Sunday 's 
Illinois-Minnesota will also get one. 
There has been speculation that the 
Big 10 will send six teams to the 
NCAA's. I hope not. While I love Big 10 
basketball, there 's just som ething 
wrong about a postseason tournament 
which includes a team that wasn't able 
to finish in the upper half of its con-
ference. What the hell, let 's get some 
more independents in the tournament, 
even at the expense of having to include 
Digger Phelp's horrid Notre Dame 
club. 
As for all the Michigan State fans, 
have no fear. They already have a lock 
on an NIT berth. And lo and behold. 
even Northwestern will go to the NIT if 
the following two events occur: they 
win one of their last two Big 10 games 
<they should be able to beat Michigan) 
and the NCAA tournament takes five 
Big 10 teams instead of four . thus 
leaving the NIT with fewer Big 10 
schools from which to choose. Finally, 
if you 're foolish enough to wonder 
whether Michigan still has a chance at 
postseason play. keep wondering. 
Now for my bold pre-tourney picks: 
NCAA winner - Villanova ; NIT win-
ner- Minnesota. 
We have the HP 
you need 
vve na~:e them a< . 
and '"e can nelp 
Tropics Tizzy 
"The whole body ... imbibes delight through every pore. " 
Thoreau. Indeed, indeed! And just before Spring Break, the 
whole student body imbibed delight through every pour at the 
Senate-sponsored Tropics Party! Photography: EarleG,ov,amcllo 
Features 
Socrates: A Madness to His Method 
by Judah Garber 
ONE OF THE more puzzling facts about modern legal education is 
the widespread use of the "Socratic 
Method." This pedagogical device, also 
known as the "Soak-rat-ic Method" for 
reasons that should be obvious to 
anyone who has been victimized by the 
process, has been used to terrorize 
students since the heyday of Greek 
culture. 
Since its very age has been used to 
defend this anachronism, an historical 
analysis of its genesis should have a 
bearing on its current validity. 
To fully appreciate Socrates, we must 
first examine the "pre-Socratic 
Method" employed by the Sophists. The 
Sophists had the obnoxious habit of cor-
nering unwary pedestrians on the 
Agora and posing absurd questions to 
them. Below is an excerpt from the in-
famous dia logue, "No Apology," 
wherein the Sophist Pluto interrogates 
the hapless citizen Goofyus. 
Pluto: What is the difference between 
an acqueduct? 
Goofyus: Huh? 
Pluto: One of its logs is both the 
same. 
Goofyus: What? 
ophis t's Choice 
A favorite tactic of the Sophists was 
to pose a question and force the 
questioner to choose from among three 
internally inconsistent and mutually 
contradictory answers . Thts ploy 
became kno" nasa "Sophist's Chotec." 
For fear of making the questioner 
angry Cno one wants to face a cross 
examiner!, the questionee would 
usually select one of the profferred 
chotces and thus commit a contradic-
tion. Smce anything follows from a con-
tradiction, the Sophists soon had many 
followers . 
Socrates'. being the wise guy that he 
was , rejected many of the Sophist's tac-
ltcs, but mcorporated thetr better 
elements into his own method He adop-
ted the epistemological assumption 
A favorite tactic of the Sophists was to pose a question and 
force the questionee to choose from among three internally 
inconsistent and mutually contradictory answers. This policy 
became known as a "Sophist's Choice." 
that humans are born with all the 
knowledge they ever possess. It follows 
from this assumption that people never 
really Jearn anything new, but merely 
recall what they already know. Thus, 
the teacher's job, as Socrates saw it, 
was to stimulate his students' memory. 
This theory of knowledge, false though 
it was, was also unassailable, since 
anyone who doubted it simply could be 
accused of not having remembered its 
truth.' Socrates adopted the Sophists' 
dialogue techniques to this end 
<remember? ). 
Even Socrates had trouble getting 
results, as exemplified in the early at-
tempt to try out one of his memory-
jogging devices , the "sillygism", on a 
student. 
Socrates : What follows from the 
premises? 
All law professors use the 
Socratic Method. 
Guppies use the Socratic 
Method. 
Student: That's easy: All law 
professors are guppies. 
You'd take hemlock too. 
Zenoic :\lethod 
Some of you are probably thinking, 
"O.K., let's dump Socrates as our 
pedagogical model and replace him 
with another Greek philoso-pher say, 
Zeno " Zeno, as you recall. was the one 
who proved at leas t to my saltsfaction > 
the impossibtltty of motion by potnting 
out that to get from point A to potnt B, 
you first have to go one half the distan-
ce from A to B, and so on "'' ;,fi,,,,, 
Unfortunately for the future of the 
Zenoic :\1ethod, his disctples tend to 
become paralyzed, thus enabling the 
Zenophobes to keep him out of our 
curriculum, claimmg that there is a 
madness to his method 
Proponents of the Socratic Method 
assert that its use improves attention 
and attendance in the classroom. An 
examination of the psychologtcal 
literature may shed some light on these 
clatms 
In one experim ent, chimpanzees 
were locked in a cage and subjected to 
random shocks . They soon died of 
ulcers . In another expenment , 
laboratory rats were subjected to lee 
lures on property law punctuated b) 
pointed questions. The rats habitually 
slept through the lectures, but in-
variably showed up for each session. 
The experimental group did not per-
form any better on the final exam than 
the members of the control group who 
slept on a bedding of shredded Gilbert's 
Outlines. Of course there is always a 
danger in generalizing from nonlaw 
students to law students, but I find 
these results suggestive nonetheless. 
Some students will be consoled and 
others disappointed in noting that our 
profs choose the ancient Greeks as 
a model and not the ancient Geeks. It 
probably depends on who you'd rather 
see lose their heads, chickens or 
students. 
Perhaps the persistence of The 
Method ultimately can be explained 
only by reference to the " Hamburger 
Helper Theory of Devotion to a Bad 
Idea," i e., no one knows why, but 
people still buy it 
I So<· at~. oncodenl.lll) ,. a• no fnend of the 
la••') Pr andofhe v. erealhl'today, v.ouldbl'H!n old 
tndl't'd lie so thorouRhly do~rt'doll'd the moral stan 
dong of the lel(al proft-,.soon on hos doalogue Gorgoas, 
that most la 10 yers or hi\ da)· took refuge on a lcohol 
so much •o that the term "Legal Ade" had a di!fe~l 
ml'anonl( on lhosl' days than ol does today. 
2 Thl' Greeks weren't known for letting facts get on 
thl' v.ay or a good theory E g .• Anstolle bebeved that 
mt>n had more teeth than women 
Judah Garber is a JL. and he can be seen per-
fom llllf( ht f Ann Arbor smash hit "SocrattJ 
Goe1 tn Law School" m his classes ott 
thmullh thif week. Showings are daily at 9 
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Law in the Raw ( nmpiled b) \iike Walsh 
The Love that Dare 
Not Speak Its Name 
A 43-year-old Evanston, Illinois woman was beaten 
to death after her female lover rejected the sexual 
advances of a male friend. 
Elaine Bell died six days after she was clubbed 
seven times with an iron pipe by her lover's male 
friend with whom the two women were staying at 
the time. According to the lover, Dorothy Cole , 41, 
she and Bell had both been unemployed and staying 
with frinds for some time. They had moved in with 
her male friend, Newman Alexander, after they 
were asked to leave a nother friend 's home where 
they had been staying. Fr iends and reiatives had 
been "putting us out," said Cole, because of their 
lesbian relationship. 
The two women were drinking vodka with 
Alexander in the basement of his homt when 
Alexander asked Cole to engage in sex with him. 
When she refused and told Alexander that she and 
Bell bad been lovers for six years, Alexander 
allegedly picked up an iron pipe and beat Bell over 
the head with it seven times. 
- The Washington Blade, February 14, 1983 
Reversed for Use 
of Common Sense 
The Supreme Court of Colorado reversed the con-
viction of the defendant in Alvarez v. People 
because a juror violated one of the supreme rules of 
the law: She looked up the common meaning of a 
legal term in the dictionary. 
One day into deliberations on the assault case, the 
juror consulted her dictionary at home to find the 
meaning of reasonable, imaginary, and vague. 
After discussing the definitions with a fellow juror 
the next day, she decided that their doubts were not 
reasonable. 
But as everyone knows, the dictionary is an ex-
traneous source, and the jurors should have con-
sulted the judge first. Instead, decreed the court, 
the jurors were prejudiced by normal usage. 
- SIUdent Lawyer, March 1983 
flu II 
"The head man of a little one-horse college made 
.:: s:>eech in the legislature, trying to get more 
money for the professors. He says all the best ones 
will quit if you don't raise their pay. But the fellows 
in the legislature figured out how many hours a 
professor has to teach in a week, and it looks like 
they are making pretty good money already. 
"Listen, gentlement, " says the head man of the 
college, "a professor is like a bull. It ain't bow many 
hours he works, but what he does is mighty impor-
tant." Them fellows in the legislature was mostly 
farmers and cattlemen, and they k:nowed all about 
what a bull does. So they talked it over, and give the 
professors a raise." 
- quoted in Hot Springs and Hell, and Other 
Folk Jests and Anecdotes from the Ozarks 83 
(V. Ra ndolph ed . 1965) [Told by E . L . 
Prothero, Little Rock, Ark., August 1950] 
Quote of the Week 
"This just doesn't seem to add up to the kind of 
justice the framers of the Constitution had in 
mind." 
-former Maryland Gov. Spiro Agnew, after 
paying the state for kickbacks he had taken 
from highway builders. The payment of 
$147,500 plus $120,982 in interest, was f orced 
by a lawsuit begun in 1976 by a group of law 
students. 
